Incarceration Prevention Reduction Task Force
Triage Facility Ad Hoc Committee Meeting
January 21, 2016
Whatcom County Health Department, 509 Girard Street, Bellingham WA
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Incarceration Prevention and Reduction Task Force
Triage Facility Ad Hoc Committee
Meeting Summary, January 14, 2015
Whatcom County Health Department Conference Room
509 Girard Street, Bellingham WA
9:00 – 10:30am
Attendance
Present
Bernstein, Jill
Brubaker, Jeff
Deacon, Anne
Hovenier, Jack
Kruse, Betsy
Mann, Ken
Morgan, Irene
Phillips, Chris, Ad Hoc Chair
Schroeder, Tyler
Walker, Kathy (proxy for Dave McEachran)
Whitcutt, Sandy (proxy for Betsy Kruse)

Representing
Citizen Representative
Bellingham Fire Department
Whatcom County Human Services
Consumer Representative
North Sound Mental Health Administration
Whatcom County Council Member
Restorative Community Coalition
PeaceHealth St. Joseph Medical Center
Whatcom County Executive Office
Whatcom County Prosecutors Office
North Sound Mental Health Administration

Absent
Parks, Jeff (proxy for Sheriff Elfo)

Whatcom County Sheriff’s Office

Staff
Wight, Dean
Smith, Veronica

WAHA-Facilitator
WAHA
Meeting Summary

1. Call to Order
Chris Phillips called the meeting to order
Agenda and Meeting Summary were approved.
2. Triage Recommendations Discussion
Voluntary vs. Involuntary discussion continued; based on input received since the
January 7th meeting.
 Further discussion needed re. hospital services and their involuntary beds-Phase 2
 Kathy Walker reported that the small cities do not believe that having an involuntary
Crisis Triage facility would decrease incarceration (low volume)
 Concerns that involuntary would not be the best use of resources
 Need to identify the capacity elsewhere
 Concern expressed that unless both options are available in our community, people
will be less successful in their recovery
 NSMHA reported that we are short 40-60 involuntary beds/month in the region
 NSMHA is relocating the 16 bed Evaluation and Treatment (E & T) facility in Skagit in
2018
 Skagit Valley Hospital is increasing its capacity in the near future
 Crisis Stabilization Unit (CSU) vs. Triage Facility
o CSU is similar to an E &T, hardened, locked, staffed by physicians 24/7,
shorter length of stay, limited length of involuntary services
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Incarceration Prevention and Reduction Task Force
Triage Facility Ad Hoc Committee
Meeting Summary, January 14, 2015
Whatcom County Health Department Conference Room
509 Girard Street, Bellingham WA
9:00 – 10:30am
o

E & T is accessed through DHMHP’s at PeaceHealth, longer length of
involuntary services

Key Points:
 Task Force will not have all of the information about facility changes in the region
before making recommendations
 In order to improve coordination between first responders, hospital staff, and triage
facility staff, protocols and processes will need to be developed – changing behavior,
improving coordination, and collaboration.
Location Discussion
The Ad Hoc Committee reviewed each of the location options and discussed the pros and
cons of each, and an unofficial vote was taken as to the preferred location of a new or
enhanced Crisis Triage facility.
Key Points:
 Process improvement (above) is critical to success, regardless of where the
Crisis Triage facility is located
 Destigmatizing is an important factor (do not locate close to jail)
 Implementing a 10 minute “fit for treatment” protocol (see model in Everett) is
necessary for ease of use by first responders
Other Factors
 There is no known benefit in co-locating Work Center and Crisis Triage
 Co-locating with an urgent care facility could provide additional services,
additional revenue, and enhanced level of care (integrating physical care with
behavioral health). Would require FQHC partnership
 Acute detoxification services may provide added benefit
3. Next Steps
Review of Draft Phase One Report options (January 21, 2016)
(Action item from 1/7/2016 meeting)Tyler Schroeder and Anne Deacon will report regarding
funding opportunities in the Governor’s supplemental budget.
4. Meeting Schedule
February 01, 2016 Meeting of the Task Force; 311 Grand Avenue, Bellingham WA Rooms
513/514, from 9 – 11am
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Introduction
The Incarceration Prevention Reduction Task Force (Task Force) was created by
Whatcom County Council Ordinance 2015-25, with a charge to recommend a continuum
of new or enhanced programs to divert from or prevent incarceration of individuals with
mental illness and chemical dependency. Implicit in the charge is to consider both the
safety of the public and the least restrictive intervention necessary to deal with such
individuals charged with, or at risk of committing, a criminal violation. Ordinance 2015-37
amended the Task Force charge, to “expand, as soon as reasonably possible, available
alternatives to incarceration…” for incarcerated individuals in general.
The County has contracted with the Whatcom Alliance for Health Advancement (WAHA)
to organize and coordinate the work of the Task Force in collaboration with Task Force
chairs, including facilitation of meetings of the Task Force and any Committees,
examining existing prevention and diversion programs, and making relevant research
available to the Task Force. The WAHA contract requires that it use the “Sequential
Intercept Model” (SIM) as a framework for describing the continuum of both justice
system and behavioral health programs and their interactions.
The Ordinance structures the work of the Task Force into three phases, with emphasis in
Phase I on developing recommendations for a new or enhanced crisis triage center. This
report presents those recommendations, a description of current justice system and
behavioral health programs, and an extensive list of possible changes or additions to the
overall justice system and behavioral health system continuums of diversion and
treatment alternatives. A Phase II report, due in November 2016, is to provide crisis
triage center specifications and location options, and recommend expanded alternatives
to incarceration. Phase III involves developing specific operational plans and budgets for
implementing crisis intervention, triage and incarceration prevention and reduction
programs.
Phase II Process and Timeline: The WAHA project team will present suggested
processes and timelines for facilitating the Phase II work of the Task Force in a separate
document.
Background: Prevalence, Capacity and Risk
Three major considerations affect the opportunities for prevention or diversion from
incarceration for individuals with mental illness (MI) or substance use disorder (SUD):
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The prevalence of mental illness and substance use disorder within both the
community at large and the jail population;
The capacity of both the justice system and behavioral health system to serve
individuals identified to benefit from diversion and prevention programs; and
The risk that diversion of such individuals from jail would present to the public.

Current and Future Prevalence of MI/SUD
This section will briefly review the prevalence of Substance Use Disorder (SUD), mental
illness (MI), and co-occurring MI/SUD disorder (COD) in Whatcom County’s general
population and in the incarcerated population. In the long view, considering future
prevalence of MI/SUD/COD, two additional frames of reference are important: Social
Determinants of Health (SDOH), and Adverse Childhood Events (ACES). These frames
of reference have come up in Task Force and Ad Hoc Committee meetings, and are
recurring themes in Task Force presentations and in prevalence literature.
Population prevalence: Recent estimates of SUD prevalence find that over 14% of
Whatcom County residents have a need for treatment, while the state average of 12.4%.
(1) Whatcom’s ranking is second in the state of Washington for treatment admissions by
county of residence and third in the state with crime lab cases involving opioids. (2) The
impact of the opioids on both demand for treatment and on criminal justice is important to
note, and will be addressed later in the report.
North Sound Mental Health Administration (NSMHA) estimates a range of prevalence for
any mental illness at around 26% for the North Sound (Island, San Juan, Skagit,
Snohomish and Whatcom Counties) Region, with approximately 4% of the population
highly impaired by mental illness. (3)
Jail prevalence: The Whatcom County Jail Behavioral Health Program (JBHP) reports
that in 2014, there were over 4,400 referrals made for behavioral health services;
representing up to 58% of jail bookings for the year. (4) Although there are some noted
challenges with the data as there were multiple referrals for the same person, it
highlights the fact that the jail population has a higher need for SUD and mental health
treatment than the general population.
Co-occurring disorder: It is important to recognize that the combination of a mental
health illness and substance use disorder, known as a co-occurring disorder, occurs with
a higher frequency in the incarcerated population. The Task Force has learned through
conducting primary research with jail administration, mental health court staff, behavioral
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health service providers in the jail, and with the organizations that administer programs
at the current Crisis Triage Facility that the intertwined relationship between mental
health and substance use disorder is significant.
Department of Justice research supports the Whatcom County experience in its findings
that individuals with mental health issue, SUD and COD have a higher likelihood of
engaging in behaviors that lead to arrest and/or incarceration. In surveying the mental
health and SUD treatment needs in our nation’s jails, the Department of Justice findings
indicate that 64% of jail inmates have a mental health problem, and that 76% of that
population has signs or symptoms of substance dependence or abuse. (5)
A recent retrospective analysis of the impact of mental illness and substance use in
relationship to recidivism into county jails finds that people with co-occurring disorders
have the highest risk of re-incarceration, over 40% higher than individuals with no mental
health or chemical dependency diagnosis. (6)
Social Determinants of Health: Social Determinants of Health (SDOH) include health
behaviors, access to quality clinical care, social and economic factors and an
individual’s physical environment. The combination of these factors has an impact on
the length and quality of life that an individual will experience. There is a considerable
body of research demonstrating that individuals dealing with unemployment, economic
disparity, educational disparity, lack of adequate and positive social supports, will have
reduced life expectancy, increased stress, more illness, and are at a higher risk for
substance use disorder. (7)
Whatcom County has demonstrated its awareness of the impact of SDOH in its recent
Healthy Planning Resolution, which engages County departments in consideration of
the larger environmental factors that determine health status and how current County
programs may take those factors into consideration in program planning and design.
Adverse Childhood Events: The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
conducted the Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE) Study in collaboration with Kaiser
Permanente, to assess associations between childhood trauma and health and wellbeing in later life. Their cohort of over 17,000 individuals was formed in the mid 1990’s,
and baseline participants are still being tracked. (8) Further research creates linkages
between high ACE scores and criminality, with a recent study of juvenile offenders
finding significant relationship between higher ACE scores and increased risk of being a
serious, violent and chronic offender. (9)
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The Task Force is not specifically addressing the larger population health context that
impacts incarceration, but would like to note their awareness of the impact that SDOH
and ACE has on the frequently incarcerated population. The Task Force strongly
supports the work currently in process in local government and the non-profit
community that is specifically focused on collaboration around these broader community
health issues.
Capacity
The number of individuals with MI/SUD/COD who are in treatment in the publicly funded
continuum of care falls short of the need indicated by prevalence data. Inadequate
funding has in the past been seen as the cause of this shortfall, although Medicaid
expansion under the Affordable Care Act has alleviated this to some extent. A growing
constraint on meeting treatment needs has been the shortage of a behavioral health
workforce that has emerged with the expansion of funding. Whatever the causes,
additional individuals diverted from incarceration into treatment will be competing for
services with the general population of MI/SUD/COD individuals seeking treatment. It
will be important to discuss jail diversion as a priority with County Regional and State
managers of behavioral health services funding criteria. Expansion of diversion options
such as Drug Court and Mental Health Court may otherwise be limited by the capacity
of treatment systems.
Risk
The issue of risk and associated liability has come up in Task Force discussions thus
far. There are two themes in the discussion: 1) are there improved, evidence-based
tools for assessing risk to the community of individuals being considered for release
from incarceration to treatment programs, and 2) what is the County’s liability if released
individuals re-offend while awaiting trial or sentencing. Robust conversation needs to
occur within the Task Force about how to reach consensus on such risk and its
mitigation if enhanced or new alternatives are to be implemented.
Structure and Goals of the Task Force
Incarceration Prevention Reduction Task Force
The Task Force is a community-based coalition that, per Whatcom County Code
Chapter 2.46, “continually review(s) Whatcom County’s criminal justice and behavioral
health programs and make(s) specific recommendations to safely and effectively reduce
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incarceration of individuals struggling with mental illness and chemical dependency, and
minimize jail utilization by pretrial defendants who can be safely released”. (10)
Membership on the Task Force includes 13 permanent members, representing city and
county officials, the judicial system, and tribes. There are 11 additional appointed
members, representing healthcare, emergency medical services, behavioral health
providers, consumers and concerned citizens. A complete list of current Task Force
members is found in Appendix A.
Phase One of the Task Force is centered on “develop(ing) plans for a new or expanded
crisis triage center for individuals struggling with mental illness and chemical
dependency”, and the “development of recommendations for new or enhancements of
existing, programs designed along a continuum that effectively reduces incarceration of
individuals struggling with mental illness and chemical dependency”. (11) In addition to
the focus on the crisis triage center in Phase One, the Task Force is directed by
ordinance to review current practices and assigned resources, and to develop goals for
new or modified programs with a focus on expanding available alternatives to
incarceration as soon as “reasonably possible”.
Phase Two refines details related to Facility specifications, and Phase Three develops
of operational plans and objectives for the Crisis Triage Facility.
The charge of reducing incarceration of individuals struggling with mental illness and
chemical dependency and minimizing jail utilization by pretrial defendants is a
consistent goal through all Phases of this work. (11)
Whatcom County recognizes that the full continuum of care within a community has the
greatest ability to impact the individuals intersecting with the criminal justice and
behavioral health systems, and has included representation from diverse community
interests as well as city, county and Tribal governmental agencies on the Task Force.
The Task Force has created three Ad Hoc Committees to distribute the work of the Task
Force, capitalize on the content expertise at the table and address the concerns of the
County.
Triage Facility Ad Hoc Committee
The Triage Facility Ad Hoc Committee is assessing the existing crisis triage facility,
developing recommendations for a new or enhanced crisis triage facility, and providing
goals and objectives for improvements to current systems. These goals and objectives,
if acted upon, may enhance the ability of law enforcement and emergency medical
services to divert individuals with mental health issues and/or substance use disorder to
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appropriate and available treatment modalities, and provide alternatives to incarceration
when necessary. The Statement of Work, as approved by this Ad Hoc Committee, is
attached as Appendix B. Key goals include:
 Improve the ability of law enforcement or emergency medical services to divert
individuals directly to a Triage Facility or a Crisis Stabilization Unit (CSU) and return
to their duties
 Improve access to treatment for behavioral health needs
 Provide a clear point of entry (no-wrong door) to access behavioral health services
 Consider opportunities for integrating medical and behavioral health services
 Create clarity around the options for voluntary and involuntary treatment
 Provide comprehensive discharge planning to ensure individuals are connected to
and engaged in available treatment services upon their return to the community
(warm hand-offs).
Behavioral Health Programs and Services Ad Hoc Committee
This Ad Hoc Committee is mapping existing programs and services, and developing
recommendations for new, or enhancements of existing programs designed along a
continuum that effectively reduce incarceration of individuals struggling with mental
illness and chemical dependency. The Statement of Work, as approved by this Ad Hoc
Committee, is attached as Appendix C. Key goals include
 Minimize jail utilization by pretrial defendants who can be safely released
 Identify new or enhancement of existing programs designed along a continuum
that effectively reduces incarceration of individuals struggling with mental illness
and chemical dependency.
 Improve the continuum of alternatives to incarceration and jail diversion
programs.
 Identify and implement programs and services that are effective alternatives to
incarceration
 Benchmark Whatcom County behavioral health programs and services against
nationally recognized best practices
 Develop an understanding of the client profile of the population utilizing
behavioral health services
 Provide comprehensive release planning to ensure individuals are connected to
and engaged in available programs and services upon their return to the
community (warm hand-offs)
Justice Systems Ad Hoc Committee
The Justice Ad Hoc Committee is reviewing incarceration alternatives and diversion
programs as well as developing recommendations for specific, achievable programs
and services that would prevent or reduce incarceration, if implemented, within the legal
and law enforcement systems for both individuals with MI/SUD and the general
population. They are keenly focused on short-term “wins” that will make immediate
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improvements to current programs and services. Goals and objectives of the Justice Ad
Hoc Committee include:
 Developing effective pre-trial service programs that reduce failures to appear and
safely reduce pre-trial jail utilization (10)
 Reviewing the diversion programs in Whatcom County and its cities, and
establishing benchmarks to measure effectiveness (10)
 Identifying opportunities to expand alternatives to incarceration, including
probation, subsidized home monitoring, and intensive case management (11)
Triage Facility Ad Hoc Committee Report
Review of Current Practices and Assigned Resources
Local Facilities/Programs/Funding
The current Crisis Triage Facility (Facility) located on Division Street provides social
detoxification services at Whatcom Community Detox for up to eight (8) individuals
withdrawing from drugs and/or alcohol, and diversion resources at the Whatcom Crisis
Triage Center for up to five (5) individuals in a behavioral health crisis. Although
services are co-located, funding streams, service providers and facility names are
separate at this time. The Facility’s goal is to prevent hospitalization and incarceration
of individuals in crisis, and provide entry into the MI/SUD treatment system. As such, it
is a part of the behavioral health continuum of care being reviewed by the Behavioral
Health Ad Hoc Committee (see below)
The current Facility is co-located with the Whatcom County Interim Work Center, which
provides housing for minimum security and programs offenders.
Community Detox: The Whatcom Community Detox provides a safe, monitored subacute (social) detoxification facility for individuals withdrawing from alcohol and/or drugs,
along with a Medically Assisted Opiate Tapering Program. Sub-acute detoxification
does not provide intensive medical monitoring. Acute detoxification services are
available at PeaceHealth St. Joseph Medical Center (PeaceHealth). Pioneer Human
Services operate this program, under contract with the Whatcom County Health
Department.
Current utilization figures for Whatcom Community Detox (8-bed facility) indicate an
immediate demand for at least 10-beds for sub-acute detoxification. (12) The
Committee believes that the current constraints on access have led to suppressed
demand because Law Enforcement (LE) and Emergency Medical Service (EMS)
personnel have learned through experience that the Facility is at capacity, beds for
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detoxification services are generally not available, and the default destinations are the
Emergency Department (ED) at PeaceHealth or the jail, depending on circumstances.
Crisis Triage Center: The Whatcom Crisis Triage Center provides diversion resources
for people in behavioral health crisis, offering short stay (5 day) voluntary crisis
stabilization services. Compass Health operates this facility under a contract with
NSMHA.
Current utilization figures for the Whatcom Crisis Triage Center (5-bed facility) reflect an
average daily census of 3.68 for 2015. (13) Mental health service demand is poorly
documented, and understated, we believe, in the data currently available. The current
Triage Center is running at or near capacity for mental health services, with only five
available beds, Data on individuals turned away from mental health services is limited;
but the Committee believes that the demand, if fully realized, far exceeds the current
bed capacity.
The current model of funding for the Crisis Triage Facility is divided between the
Regional Support Network (RSN), operated by NSMHA and the Whatcom County
Health Department (WCHD).
Demand for use of the Detox and Crisis Triage beds exceeds the capacity of both units
in the Crisis Triage Facility. Understated demand in the Facility (both detox and mental
health) is due to a variety of factors, including:
 Geographic location, inconvenient for LE/EMS, and individuals on public
transportation
 Limited availability of detoxifications beds reduces the number of individuals that
would seek mental health services after detox.
 There is no easily determined way for an individual to know that the services are
available (except through previous experience or referral)
 There are significant gaps in appropriate resources in the continuum of care for
behavioral health services in Whatcom County
Other Local and Regional Facilities
The Committee reviewed local and regional resources available for acute (medical)
detoxification, involuntary treatment for mental illness, and intensive inpatient treatment
for substance use disorder. These resources are complementary to the new or
enhanced Crisis Triage Center and are a part of the overall continuum of care.
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PeaceHealth provides acute detoxification services in Whatcom County, based on
admissions guidelines (Appendix D), and mental health services including a 20-bed
secure, inpatient behavioral health unit, which allows admission under the Involuntary
Treatment Act. (14) The inpatient behavioral health unit at PeaceHealth is designed as
a “County-designated Evaluation and Treatment Center serving adult psychiatric
patients”. (15) PeaceHealth also has the ability to obtain a “Single Bed Certification” to
provide involuntary psychiatric treatment services, in order to provide treatment and
emergency care for mentally ill adults. (16)
Whatcom County residents utilize facilities outside of Whatcom County, the facilities grid
in Appendix E, shows other behavioral health facilities in the North Sound region, and
the larger facilities available at the state level. With the scheduled closure of Pioneer
Center North, the 141-bed inpatient residential treatment facility located in Skagit
County, the pressure on available services will increase. WCHD and NSMHA have
representation on the Task Force, and share information about future resources as it
becomes available.
Key themes in the review of the current Facility and Regional Facilities include:
 Constraints related to access, facility size and current utilization.
 Significant unmet demand for detoxification
 Significant unmet substance use disorder treatment services in the community
 Acknowledgement that mental health services demand is understated
 Enhancement to mental health service provision in the community is needed
 The critical need for improvements to programs and services both at the Facility
and in the broader community
 The need for workforce development in the provision of behavioral health
services in Whatcom County.
 The development of a complete continuum of care, including the need for
supportive housing
Recommendations: New or Enhanced Crisis Triage Facility
The Triage Ad Hoc Committee has developed the following goals and
recommendations for a crisis triage center, as required in Phase I of Ordinance 2015037:
Facility:
The Triage Ad Hoc Committee is recommending the development of two 16-bed units
joined in one building off a common foyer and intake space, but separately licensed,
one certified as a Crisis Triage unit to receive persons in mental health crisis (including
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with co-occurring substance use disorders - SUD) and one licensed for acute or subacute substance use detoxification. The design should also provide space for use of
“23-hour chairs’ in one or both units, to allow service short of admission to overnight
stay for individuals who may stabilize and be released to home.
Preliminary needs assessment indicates the need for at least this number of beds. As
has been noted earlier in the report, the 13 beds in the two current units are at or near
capacity most of the time, with documented declines by the detox program showing
need for an added two beds. Two major but undocumented sources of need
information are from first responders (law enforcement and emergency medical
services) and from likely self-referrals or walk-ins. Because of the capacity and program
limitations of the current facility, first responders indicate they bypass the triage facility
and take individuals to either the emergency room or jail, depending on the nature of the
response. An initial, limited survey of first responders indicates 59 additional cases per
month could be triaged for use of either type of bed. Based on an average length of
stay between the two facilities of 4.2 days, that translates to an additional 8.26 beds
needed between the two facilities. Some survey responders simply dismissed the
possibility out of hand, saying “I take all persons either to the ER or Jail”. In addition,
capacity limits and limited transportation to the current site have discouraged selfreferral / walk-in cases to each type of bed. The unmet need in this area is more difficult
to quantify, but anecdotal accounts from when the facility was located on Girard Street
indicate a large number of walk-ins from downtown.
A more thorough needs assessment, such is anticipated to be completed by the North
Sound Mental Health Administration (NSMHA) as it transitions to the Regional
Behavioral Health Organization (BHO) beginning in April 2016, may result in justification
for a larger number of beds than recommended here. However, Federal regulations
governing the use of Medicaid funds in such facilities places a limit of 16 beds each (the
“Institution for Mental Diseases” – IMD – rule, promulgated decades ago at the time of
deinstitutionalization of state hospitals to limit increased demand on Medicaid funds).
Medicaid funds will be a critical component of future funding for the two units in this
facility.
One rationale for recommending 16-bed units has to do with economies of scale.
Incremental costs of staffing and operating a 16-bed unit are not likely to be much
higher than, for example, a 12-bed unit. If solid needs assessment data support, e.g.
two 12-bed units, it may therefore be prudent to construct the IMD maximum of 16 beds,
anticipating future and current additional difficult-to-document need.
Development Costs: There must be sufficient capital funds to acquire a site and
construct the proposed facility. Potential sources of development costs are:
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0.1% sales tax fund ($3 million already reserved)
State capital budget (requiring legislative approval
Issuance of bonds to finance the balance of design, development & construction,
paid off by:
o Leasing back to operating agencies at lease rates to cover amortization of
bonds, with the agency leasing costs built into their operating budgets funded
by NSMHA/ BHO; or
o Repayment with annual amounts from the 0.1% sales tax fund.

Development costs of the recommended facility are estimated to be ____ per square
foot :[Awaiting per square foot estimates from the architect who designed the proposed
remodel/expansion of the current triage facility in 2010]. Based on design work done in
2010 by the Health Department, the combined units would comprise 16,000 – 20,000
square feet.
Program / Staffing
The staffing of the two co-located 16-bed facilities should be structured to conduct joint
assessment of persons in crisis brought by law enforcement or emergency medical
transport. The goal should be to evaluate for admission to either unit without causing
LE/EMT undue delay, assuring a maximum 10-minute wait in all but exceptional cases
(e.g. 9 out of 10 drop-offs). Each should be staffed and trained sufficiently to manage
non-emergent medical issues and to rapidly de-escalate agitated behavior when
possible. NSMHA has recommended the two other crisis triage facilities in the region
(in Snohomish and Skagit Counties) as good models to emulate in design of the
Whatcom program. The following programmatic issues require further study and
decision-making in Phase II:


Voluntary or Involuntary Crisis Triage Certification: An issue discussed by the
Triage Committee was whether the 16-bed Crisis Triage portion of the facility
should be certified to allow involuntary 12-hour detention by law enforcement
pending mental health evaluation and possible ITA detention. The current 5-bed
facility is voluntary. The initial recommendation is to certify it as voluntary, but
conduct further study in Phase II. The questions are: What are the benefits of
involuntary certification? What are the additional costs (both development and
operation) of certifying as an involuntary unit? .Law enforcement representatives
are concerned that a voluntary-only facility would preclude many drop-offs;
prosecuting attorneys believe there are too few cases where diversion from
incarceration would be possible. A further concern is whether there are/will be
adequate involuntary resources in the North Sound Region by the time the Crisis
Triage Facility opens
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Acute or Sub-Acute Detoxification: An issue identified in the discussion is
whether the 16-bed Detox unit should be licensed as acute or sub-acute.
NSMHA (the potential funding source for an expanded detox facility) has an
interest in funding a 16-bed acute detoxification unit in the northern part of the
region. The current facility is a sub-acute unit. This issue needs further
clarification in Phase II.



Improve Protocols / Processes between Crisis Triage, First Responders, Hospital
and Jail: Discussion in the Triage Committee identified opportunities for
improving protocols and processes by which individuals needing crisis triage
service are assisted in accessing those services. The issues relate to being
clear about:
o what a “single/no-wrong-door” means and how it works;
o how to avoid multiple transports of an individual between the points of
service, e.g. hospital, jail, work center, triage center;
o Training first responders, medical center ER staff, crisis outreach teams,
DMHP’s and community referral sources on how to access crisis triage
and its function.
These protocols and processes will need to be developed in detail in a
subsequent Phase of the Task Force’s work, in collaboration with County Human
Services, NSMHA, law enforcement, emergency medical services, the medical
center, and others.



Staffing & Workforce Availability: The ultimate staffing configuration for the
recommended facility will depend on decisions made during Phase II regarding
the issues outlined above. However, the expansion of Medicaid and other
factors have resulted in a shortage of behavioral health workers. The Task Force
will need to address, in Phase II, strategies for collaboration with educational
institutions and providers involving training and recruitment of personnel to staff
the proposed facility.



Possible Future Co-location with Urgent Care Facility: The Triage Committee
discussed the possibility of constructing, in the future, a third unit in the facility for
use as an Urgent Care Facility for the general public. The Task Force
recommends that the County include consideration of a Crisis Triage/ Urgent
Care Facility/Complex during Phase II of planning for an improved Triage
Facility. This Urgent Care Facility would include three distinct co-located units
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delivering the following services: medical urgent care, acute or sub-acute detox,
and mental health crisis triage. Whatcom County does not currently have an
Urgent Care facility. The addition of this service would lighten the demand on
our sole Hospital Emergency Department, yet provide quality care to those with
non-emergent medical concerns that need immediate attention. With the colocation of behavioral health services, costs could be shared. Moreover, services
could be shared when needed, to include physician/nurse oversight for
admission screening and medication prescribing to the behavioral health units, or
behavioral health consultation to the medical unit.
Operating Costs & Funding:
The County needs a commitment for operating funds for the two 16-bed units from the
emerging regional Behavioral Health Organization (Medicaid and state funds channeled
through the BHO).
Adequate On-going Treatment and Housing Resources at Discharge
Much of the Committee discussion on the operation of the Crisis Triage Facility has
centered on making the “front door” work, in terms of “no-wrong-door” and quick
admission. In order to avoid having the facility become a “bottle-neck” in the system,
greater attention is needed to developing resources and processes for moving patients
out the “back door” into treatment, support and housing resources. Attention to this
issue will need to be a significant piece of work in Phase II of the Task Force’s
deliberations.
Location:
The Triage Ad Hoc Committee of the Task force has reviewed four site options, using
the following criteria:







Transportation access to the public, for ease of self-referral
Ease of access by law enforcement (LE), emergency medical services (EMS)
(Intercept One, diversion at earliest point in Intercept model)
Availability & cost of a site
Ease of transfer to/from jail (Intercepts Two and Three)
Ease of transfer to/from ER and inpatient care (Psych and Medical)
Stigma associated with location to the jail

The Triage Committee then considered the following location options, identifying pros &
cons for each:


Located at current site of Crisis Triage
o Pros:
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Land owned by the County, therefore more affordable
Design work done in 2010 for remodel and addition
Ease of LE/EMS not a significant issue if “10-minute drop off” protocol
works

o Cons:
 Limited public transportation access, self-referral/walk-in more difficult
 Must resolve issues of prior commitments to community re: sale, future
use
 Requires temporary relocation of current crisis triage program
Located close to St. Joseph's Medical Center
o Pros:
 Ease of drop-off by LE/EMS
 Ease of transfer to/from the ER, Inpatient
 More accessible by public transportation
 Less stigma re association with jail site
o Cons:
 Availability, cost of land
 NIMBY effect, neighborhood south of hospital
Located downtown, near current jail
o Pros:
 Close to transportation hub
 Ease of drop-off by law enforcement and EMS
o Cons:
 Availability, cost of land
 NIMBY effect, downtown merchants, nearby neighborhoods
Located at the County-owned Ferndale site
o Pros:
 Land already owned by County
o Cons:
 Stigma of association with jail
 Lack of public transportation (self-referral, walk-in)
 Distance from medical center

The Triage Committee evaluated each option, and prioritized the site options as follows:
 Location at the current Crisis Triage Facility was supported as the first choice
among options by eight committee members, and a second choice by one.
 Location on the Ferndale property was rejected by all nine members.
 Support for both the Medical Center and a downtown location were supported as
second choices, with member preferences slightly in favor of the Medical Center.
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Behavioral Health and Legal Systems
Review of Current Programs and Services
The Task Force divided the review of programs and services into two Ad Hoc
Committees, based on subject matter interest and expertise. Because of the
interrelationship between the Legal/ Justice and Behavioral Health system, review of
current programs have been combined in this section of the report.
Behavioral health services provided at the city, county and state level provide system
supports for individuals with MI/SUD both in their encounters with law enforcement and
criminal justice, and in their broader interactions within the community. Our current
therapeutic courts are an excellent example of the overlap between behavioral health
and criminal justice. Both Drug Court and Mental Health Court provide a structured
path through the criminal justice system utilizing behavioral health programs and
services. Collaborations such as this allow for the greatest return on investment from
both a population health perspective and a financial view. For example, data from the
Washington State Institute of Public Policy shows that for every dollar spent on Mental
Health Courts, there is a $6.17 return on investment to the community. (17)
Current behavioral health programs and services that prevent or reduce incarceration
include:
 Bellingham’s Community Paramedic, focused on reducing utilization of EMS
services within the City limits by providing high utilizers with connections to
appropriate services, and providing on-site evaluation as needed.
 Crisis Prevention and Intervention Team (CPIT). A community based outreach
team that partners with law enforcement and emergency medical services to
provide short-term crisis intervention and prevention services. The CPIT program
is a recent addition to services within Whatcom County, funded by NSMHA. CPIT
collaborates with the Community Paramedic, and as of November 2015, they
have begun to refer individuals in crisis to the Crisis Triage facility. (13)
 Whatcom Community Detox is an 8-bed facility that offers a safe, monitored subacute (social) detoxification facility for individuals withdrawing from alcohol and/or
drugs – 435 unique individuals served in 2014. (18)
 Crisis Triage is a 5-bed facility that offers diversion resources for people in
behavioral health crisis, offering short stay (5 day) voluntary crisis stabilization
services – 169 unique individuals served in 2014. (18)
Current criminal justice programs and services that prevent or reduce incarceration
include:
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Drug Court/Family Treatment Court provides services to eligible drug offenders,
designed to assist in overcoming addiction and related criminal behavior. (19)
130 individuals were served in this program in 2014. (18) Program enrollment
(combined) is approximately 46, with a capacity of 80. (20)
FasTrack program is a case management program developed by the Whatcom
County Prosecutor’s office in 2005, which has diverted approximately 15% of the
annual caseload of the Prosecutor’s Office over a ten-year period, with an
average filing to case disposition time of 20 days. (21)
Jail Alternatives Programs including the Work Center located on Division Street,
which is currently at 85% of capacity (148 total beds available) (22). Multiple
Alternative programs are operated out of this location, including:
o Work Crews
o Work Release
o School Release programs
o Electronic Monitoring
o Electronic Home Monitoring
o Electronic Home Detention
Juvenile Justice Diversion programming has significantly decreased the number
of juvenile court filings (by 80% since 1998) and diversions exceeding the
number of cases filed six of the last nine years. (23)
Mental Health Court is a nascent program that just completed its first year of
service, with 19 current enrollees and a goal of meeting the program’s case
capacity (35 participants) by the end of 2016. Although the program is too new
to evaluate, trends indicate that it is making a positive impact. (24)

The Behavioral Health Ad Hoc Committee is currently engaged in mapping existing
programs and services along the Sequential Intercept Model (SIM), which is the
modelling tool contractually required by Whatcom County. Legal system programs and
services have been also been mapped, by WAHA staff. The Task Force recognizes
that SIM mapping is an iterative process that requires broad engagement and
involvement in its development. This is a work-in-process.
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The Sequential Intercept Model (SIM) is a conceptual framework that graphically
displays the opportunities to intercept and divert people away from the criminal justice
system, or in the case of those within the system, opportunities to provide additional
supports to prevent recidivism. (25)
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Intercept 1: Law Enforcement/Emergency Services
911 Emergency Services: the Emergency telephone system, What-Comm, is
operated jointly by the City of Bellingham and Whatcom County. Initial calls are received
in Bellingham, and dispatched to almost all municipal law enforcement agencies. All fire
and medical calls are forwarded to the Fire Dispatch Center (located at the Broadway
Street Station). 911 calls placed in Lynden, Blaine and Sumas go to What-Comm call
center and are then routed to U.S. Border Patrol. 911 calls placed at Western
Washington University go to What-Comm and are then transferred to WWU’s
Department of Public Safety.
Community Detox Facility: Whatcom Community Detox is an 8-bed facility that offers
a safe, monitored sub-acute (social) detoxification facility for individuals withdrawing
from alcohol and/or drugs, along with a Medically Assisted Opiate Tapering Program.
Current census 7.7, program capacity 8.
Community Paramedic: Bellingham-based and City funded program to reduce
utilization of EMS services within the City limits by providing high utilizers with
connections to appropriate services and provide on-site evaluation as needed.
Community Paramedic collaborates with the Opportunity Council, Northwest Regional
Council, Whatcom Alliance for Health Advancement, and other community-based
service providers. (26)
Community Policing: Proactive programs that emphasize education, cooperation and
prevention and build positive relationships between law enforcement and the
communities they serve. (27)
Crisis Prevention Intervention Team (CPIT): Community based outreach team that
partners with law enforcement and emergency medical services to provide short-term
crisis intervention and prevention services. Services are currently available between
9:00am – 12:00am, and accessed through the Volunteers of America hotline 1-800-5843578. (28)
Crisis Triage Facility: The Crisis Triage facility is a 5-bed facility that offers diversion
resources for people in behavioral health crisis, offering short stay (5 day) voluntary
crisis stabilization services. Current census 3.8, program capacity 5.
Homeless Outreach Team (HOT): Bellingham-based and City funded program
operated by the Opportunity Council. Teams of professionals with mental health and
chemical dependency expertise work with law enforcement and emergency medical
services engaging homeless individuals in necessary services, and provide additional
housing vouchers in an effort to reduce homelessness within the city. (29)
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Law Enforcement: Whatcom County is home to multiple city police departments
(Bellingham, Blaine, Everson, Ferndale, and Sumas), the Whatcom County Sheriff’s
Office, U.S. Border Patrol, and Washington State Patrol. Lummi and Nooksack Tribes
have their own law enforcement agencies, as does Western Washington University.
Special Emergency Care Unit: The Specialized Emergency Care Unit (SECU) is a 5bed unit within the Emergency Department at PeaceHealth St. Joseph Medical Center
for patients with behavioral health needs.
Victim Support Services: Victim Support Services provides a 24-hour crisis line (1800-346-7555), advocacy services, courtroom support, medical advocacy, information,
and referrals. (30)

Intercept 2: Initial Detention/Initial Court Hearing
Compromise of Misdemeanor (City of Bellingham): Defendants with little or no
criminal history often have their cases dismissed by voluntary agreement after making
restitution to victims of property crimes such as hit and run, malicious mischief, and
shoplifting. (31)
Mental Health Screening: Whatcom County Jail is accredited by the National
Commission on Correctional Health Care, and conducts mental health screening at
booking, when possible, then conducts at least one additional screen after booking. (32)
Physical Health Screening: Physical Health screening is also conducted at booking,
when possible, and after booking to determine emergent or unaddressed medical
conditions, and qualifications for jail alternative programs. (32)
Pretrial Supervision (City of Bellingham): Defendants who pose a significant safety
risk to the public may be released pending trial on pretrial release conditions such as
abstinence from drugs and alcohol, drug and alcohol testing, weapons restrictions, no
contact with victims and witnesses, and pretrial supervision by the Probation
Department. (31) Current census ____, program capacity ____.
Pretrial Supervision (Whatcom County): Whatcom County District Court Probation
Officers provide supervision to individuals who cannot afford bail, and are too high of a
risk to simply release into the community. (33) Current census ____, program capacity
____.
Reduction of Charges to Infractions (City of Bellingham): Many minor offenses,
including driving with suspended license 3rd degree, urinating in public, and disorderly
conduct are reduced to infractions (punishable by fine only) at the request of the City
Attorney's Office. (31)
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Intercept 3: Jail/Courts
Competency/Sanity Evaluation: Whenever a defendant has pleaded not guilty by
reason of insanity, or there is reason to doubt his or her competency, the court on its
own motion or on the motion of any party shall either appoint or request the secretary to
designate a qualified expert or professional person, who shall be approved by the
prosecuting attorney, to evaluate and report upon the mental condition of the defendant.
(34)
Crisis Stabilization Services: Inmates may be referred to PeaceHealth’s Inpatient
Behavioral Health Unit for involuntary evaluation and treatment.
Current census ____, program capacity ____.
Deferred Prosecution (City of Bellingham): Voluntary, court‐approved statutory option
for DUI defendants requiring chemical dependency and/or mental health treatment with
five years of supervision by the Whatcom County District Court Probation Department
("Probation Department"). Successful completion results in dismissal of charges. (31)
Current census ____, program capacity ____.
Detoxification Services: Inmates may be referred to PeaceHealth for acute
detoxification services; whereby their detoxification from drugs and/or alcohol can be
medically supervised.
Diversion (City of Bellinghaam): Voluntary alternative program administered by the
City Attorney's Office allows defendants with minor charges and little or no criminal
history to have their charges reduced or dismissed after completing community
service, paying restitution and fees, completing treatment, and/or other conditions. (31)
Domestic Violence Treatment:
Drug Treatment Court: Drug treatment provided to eligible drug offenders, designed to
assist in overcoming addiction and related criminal behavior. (19) Current census_____;
program capacity_____.
DUI Diversion:
FasTrack: All in-custody cases are reviewed to determine if the individual meets
program requirements (non-violent, low level felony crime, strong evidence or
confession, not a repeat offender, not domestic violence). Charges are filed and an
offer is extended to defense counsel within 24 hours. (21)
Jail Alternatives Programs: (33)
o Work Crews: Whatcom County operates seven (7) inmate work crews
that work on community projects five days per week. Some crew
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members stay at the Work Center, some are allowed to return home each
evening.
Current census ____, program capacity ____.
o Electronic Monitoring: Whatcom County operates an electronic
monitoring program that provides location monitoring for inmates that are
screened and evaluated for appropriateness, whose participation in the
program is approved by a judge. Current census ____, program capacity
____.
o Work Release: Inmates are authorized by a judge for participation in the
work release program, and are allowed to continue working while serving
their time. They return to the Work Center for their time off from work.
Current census ____, program capacity ____.
o School Release: Similar to the Work Release program, allows offenders
to continue their education while completing their jail sentence.
Current census ____, program capacity ____.
Mental Health Court: (City of Bellingham) Defendants with a serious mental illness
may be screened and admitted into voluntary problem‐solving therapeutic court
requiring treatment, intense supervision by the Probation Department, frequent judicial
reviews, and system of rewards and sanctions to promote healthy, law‐abiding
behavior. May result in dismissal of charges (31).
Current census_____; program capacity_____.
Mental Health Records Check: Records between booking and mental health treatment
records are cross-referenced by staff with the appropriate access to better enable
treatment options.
Referrals for Evaluation: Jail staff, legal counsel, the individual’s family or the inmate
has the ability to make referrals for behavioral or physical health concerns, and inmates
have the option to self-refer. (32)
Release to In‐Patient Treatment: (City of Bellingham) Many offenders with serious
chemical dependency issues are released from jail to in‐patient treatment and may earn
credit against jail sentences for successfully completing treatment. (31)
Sex Offender Evaluation:
Tribal Courts:
Veterans Services:

Intercept 4: Reentry
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7-day prescription for psychotropic medications: Inmates released from jail are
provided with at least 7 days’ worth of medications, to assist in transition to communitybased psychiatric prescribers.
Clean & Sober Housing: There are options within Whatcom County for clean and
sober housing. There is a detailed list at the Opportunity Council website. Lummi
Nation also has clean and sober housing.
Intensive Case Management: A team-based approach to providing services to the
most medically and behaviorally complex cohort of high utilizing patients who need help
coordinating care, offered by Sea Mar, Unity Care NW, WAHA, and others within
Whatcom County.
Probation Services: District Court Probation (DCP) provides adult probation services
for offenders charged with misdemeanors in the Whatcom County District Court and
some Municipal Courts that contract with Whatcom County, currently the cities of
Bellingham, Lynden, Everson, and Sumas. (35)
Program for Assertive Community Treatment (PACT): PACT is a person-centered,
recovery-oriented team model of service delivery. (36)
Reentry Services: There are multiple agencies that are available to coordinate reentry
into the community after discharge from jail. These agencies can assist with housing,
obtaining driver’s licenses or identification cards, obtaining health insurance, and
behavioral health services.
Specialty Court Supervision:
Transitional Housing: There are options within Whatcom County for transitional
housing for individuals. There is a detailed list at the Opportunity Council website.
Transitional Living Programs: There are options within Whatcom County for
transitional housing for individuals with mental illness, referred by jail diversion, hospital
or crisis respite. There is a detailed list at the Opportunity Council website.
Tribal Supportive Services:

Intercept 5: Community Corrections
District Court Probation – Behavioral Health Unit: Specialized intensive services
provided to misdemeanant probationers with serious mental illness. (33)
Court Diversion & Deferral:
Community Service: Defendants sentenced for many non‐violent crimes are allowed
to perform community service instead of jail. (31) (33)
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Least Restrictive Order (LRO):
Parole:
Probation: (City of Bellingham): Some or a convicted defendant’s entire jail sentence
may be suspended on condition of compliance with probation conditions to treat
chemical dependency, domestic violence, anger management issues, and/or mental
illness. (31)
Considerations for New or Modified
Behavioral Health and Legal/Criminal Justice Programs and Services
Although the review of new or enhanced behavioral health and justice system programs
and services was divided into two Ad Hoc Committees, the results of those reviews are
combined into this section of the report.
There are a number of factors to take into consideration when developing modified or
new programs and services in the behavioral health and legal/criminal justice arenas.
These factors include:
 External policy changes
 Internal policy changes
 Financing
 Facility infrastructure
 Workforce development
 Cross-organization collaboration
 Ongoing training programs
Behavioral Health
In the behavioral health arena, one of the external policy changes that, hopefully,
improves both funding and data collection for MI/SUD in our community is the
implementation of the Behavioral Health Organizations (BHO) across the current
Regional Support Network (RSN) in Washington State. This integration of MI/SUD
services begins in April 2016 as Washington moves toward its 2020 vision for integrated
care delivery of physical and behavioral health. (37)
The BHO will influence internal policies and procedures due to the integrated nature of
programs and services. Task Force representatives from WCHD and NSMHA will keep
the group apprised of changes and future developments. Other considerations for
internal policy development include prioritization issues between upstream (prevention)
interventions, and programs and services that provide more costly interventions for
complex situations.
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As a first step toward the development of a fully integrated behavioral and physical care
cycle, the BHO will provide additional financial resources for the operation of an
enhanced Crisis Triage Center in Whatcom County, and provide strong analytics for
program analysis and best practices development. Medicaid regulations allow for
operational funding for 16-bed facilities to meet MI/SUD treatment needs.
Other financial influences on behavioral health programs and services include
anticipated changes to the Medicaid system within the State due to the proposed
Medicaid Transformation Waiver, which will create alternative compensation
arrangements for new and innovative programs and services that have the potential to
reduce cost, improve access to care and increase efficiency. (38)
The need for physical infrastructure for behavioral health service delivery has been a
consistent theme throughout Task Force work. The table in Appendix E reflects the
different types of facilities located in Whatcom County and the North Sound region, their
areas of treatment focus, and anticipated additional facilities (under development) as
well as facility closures that will impact the continuum of care. This table is included as
a work-in-process, and does not reflect every facility in the region.
Although the development of the BHO should also bring about better integration of
service delivery between sectors of behavioral health services, and the creation of a ‘no
wrong door’ approach toward accessing available programs and services, there is a
significant need for workforce development in Whatcom County. The frequently
incarcerated population in particular has a high rate of co-occurring disorders, which
requires a higher level of clinical expertise to manage.
Infrastructure, both in facilities and workforce adequacy, has been a key theme of the
Task Force work to date, and consensus exists that although we have exceptional
programs currently in operation, we have inadequate resources to serve our current
population. Workforce development, particularly in providers that understand treatment
of individuals with co-occurring disorders, is critically important.
The Behavioral Health Ad Hoc Committee recommends:
 Develop a complete continuum of care in the delivery of services
 Emphasize workforce development
 Pursue early engagement strategies that provide prevention and intervention
services
 Provide adequate recovery support, including staffed housing
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Develop a client profile of the frequently incarcerated population to better
understand their needs
Create a timeline for current program review during the Phase II work

Legal/Criminal Justice
A key component of the review of legal/criminal justice programming has been the
discussion of possible internal policy changes that could revise admission criteria to
diversion programs, modify good time policy allocations, and alter drug court program
admissions protocols. Interwoven in this discussion is the awareness of constraints
placed on Whatcom County by statue, and County concerns about risk mitigation.
These are areas of further exploration in Phase II of the Task Force.
A number of the programmatic changes under discussion in the legal/criminal justice
area would require additional financial investment in staffing (e.g. social workers in the
public defender’s office), technology resources (e.g. video conferencing between
municipal courts and the Jail Alternatives program), and collaborations between
agencies in the development of risk assessment tools. These are areas of future
discussion and development.
Facility infrastructure has not been a significant area of discussion to date, as the work
of the Ad Hoc has been focused on programs and opportunities for immediate system
changes that will reduce or prevent incarceration.
There has been significant investment in workforce development at the County and City
levels, with Crisis Intervention Training for first responders in process across all
jurisdictions.
The Legal/Justice Ad Hoc Committee recommends:
 X
 Y
 Z
Possible Enhancement to Current Programs: The Legal/Justice Ad Hoc Committee is
taking the following current programs and services under consideration as potential
opportunities for enhancement or revision:
 Bail
o Review bail standards and amounts; develop consistency between
jurisdictions
o Consider non-profit alternatives to bail bondsmen
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Release on Recognizance
o Facilitate better communication between courts and law enforcement
o Set county-wide standards or guidelines for LE warrant discretion
Jail
o Review good-time ratio
Jail Alternatives
o Modify guidelines to support expansion of services
o Develop a courthouse based Jail Alternatives screening process
o Improve timeframes by which individuals are approved for programs
o Review and consider modifying policies around electronic monitoring
o Consider alternate funding sources or models for electronic monitoring
o Explore the liability issues in allowing electronic monitoring of pretrial
defendants
o Consider voluntary in-custody work crews
o Improve utilization of facility and programs
Therapeutic Courts
o Accelerate the application process to Mental Health and Drug Courts
o Expand Mental Health Court to multiple jurisdictions
o Increase eligibility for diversion courts (Mental Health and Drug Court)
o Allocate additional financial resources to support Therapeutic Courts
Health Care
o Improve and expand in-custody chemical dependency and mental health
evaluations
LE/EMS
o Expand Crisis Intervention Training for all first responders
Probation
o Continue to fund consider expansion of probation services for individuals
with behavioral health issues
Courts
o Extend the court schedule (hours/days)

Possible New / Enhanced Programs Under Consideration: The Legal/Justice Ad Hoc
Committee has conducted several ‘brainstorming’ sessions to generate innovations or
improvements to service delivery, these include:
 Improving Access: Community-Based Resources
o Creating a ‘one stop shopping’ experience for individuals upon release
from jail so they can immediately access social services and supports
 Health Insurance
 Washington State Driver’s License or ID Card
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Referrals to MI/SUD treatment
Housing
Physical or Behavioral Health Care
 Medication refills for > 7 days
o Creating ‘resource lists’ for individuals upon release so they know where
to find services and how to access those services
o Improving Transportation
 Bus passes or bus tokens
 Rides to court appearances
 Improving bus routes
Creation of a Community Court or a Portability Court
Support Services
o Social workers embedded in the Public Defender’s office
o Provide reentry mediation
o Provide intensive case management
o Expand capacity of behavioral health providers
Diversion/Decriminalization
o Implement Restorative Justice practices
o Develop alternate sentencing structure and more charge specific
diversion programs
o Consider a DWLS 3rd relicensing program
o Provide out-of-custody drug and alcohol screening programs (ondemand)
o Review strategies to reduce fines and interest in light of recent legislative
changes
o Review probation violations and length assigned; develop an
understanding of the “why”
o Explore LEAD for non-behavioral health programs and services

Common themes in the consideration of enhanced or new behavioral health and
legal/criminal justice programs and services include the need for on-going crossorganization collaboration and on-going training for service providers in both sectors. ,
Communication and service delivery may be enhanced through:
 Improving communication between behavioral health service providers and first
responders, and between jail alternative staff and municipal courts
 Streamlining processes for involuntary commitments
 Educating first responders as to the utility and efficacy of the new or enhanced
Crisis Triage Center
 Collaborations between the municipalities and the county on data sharing
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Enhancing the ability of the frequently incarcerated to be successful in the
programs and services offered (engagement, coaching)
Developing a stronger communications and coordination network between first
responders, medical providers and Crisis Triage
Reducing the stigma tied to release from jail
The development of a full continuum of care, including staffed, supportive
housing
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